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 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) An explanation linking:

Marking point 1
{hydroxide/OH-} ions (from
water) (1)

Marking point 2
(ions) lose electrons /are
oxidised (1)

 

half equation, even unbalanced,
showing hydroxide ions losing
electrons (2)

do not allow marking point 1 if only
{oxygen/sulfate} ions mentioned

(2)

(ii) 1.27 / 63.5 (1) (= 0.02) 0.02 with no working (1)

correct working with incorrect answer
(1)

(1)
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 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) B  H+ and Na+ ions   

(1)
(ii) An explanation linking

electron(s) (1)

(have been) lost/removed (1)
conditional on electrons

ignore reference to number of
electrons
do not allow negative charge

chlorine gains electrons (0)
allow chlorine loses electrons (1)

(2)

(iii) Any one from

it contains (excess)
{hydroxide/OH¯} ions (1)

{sodium/Na+} ions and
{hydroxide/ OH¯} ions remain
(1)

it is sodium hydroxide/NaOH
(1)

{hydrogen/H+} ions have been
removed (at the cathode) (1)

ignore solution has pH greater than 7

 

 

 

 

allow no hydrogen ions left/acidic 
ionsremoved

(1)

(iv) use {molten/liquid} {sodium chloride
/electrolyte} / melt {it/sodium
chloride/electrolyte}

ignore just liquid/liquid sodium (1)
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 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) Na+and Mg2+ reject if any other ions are given

allow names
(1)

(b) An explanation linking

(reduction is) gain of electrons(2)

if cathode gains electrons – 1
mark
loss of oxygen – 1 mark

(2)

(c) An explanation linking three of
the following

{ions / particles} cannot move in
solid (1)

{ions / particles} move in
molten liquid/ lattice structure
is broken on melting(1)

{bromide (ions) / negatively
charged (ions /bromine)} {move /
attracted} to anode (1)

bromide (ions) lose electrons /
(bromide ions) are oxidised(1)

to form bromine atoms (1)

bromine molecules / Br2 formed
(1)

 

 

 

 

 

Half equation, even unbalanced,
showing bromide ions losing
electrons (2)

 

 

 

 

 

(3)

 

 Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(d) A description / explanation including some of the following points

anode

 

(6)
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the anode decreases in mass / size
copper atoms form ions by losing electrons
copper ions pass into electrolyte
oxidation takes place at the anode
(anode) sludge forms as
impurities {are left behind / fall to the bottom} (under
electrode)

cathode

the cathode increases in mass / size
copper ions gain electrons to form copper
pure copper deposits on the cathode
reduction takes place at the cathode

electrolyte

copper sulfate solution does not change in colour
no change in concentration of copper ions
copper ions in the electrolyte move toward the cathode

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description e.g. copper leaves the anode and deposits on

the cathode.
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description e.g. copper leaves the anode and deposits on the
cathode and impurities fall to the bottom of the beaker.
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description and explanation e.g. copper atoms from the
anode lose electrons to form copper ions; copper ions are attracted to
the cathode where they gain electrons to form pure copper.
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors
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